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Abstract

With the aim to exploring the policiesfor aged women in China, we entered this 
field, and found it a rich one, including free public transport, welfare facilities, pen-
sions, care service for the aged, and special medical care, etc. In this paper, the 
key area we selected is to analyze the pension system with a gender perspective. 
The reasons for choosing this area are that it is the basic guarantee for the elders 
to live a decent life after they lose their working ability, is the fundamental factor 
for people to survive, and the key issue for the change from family-based old-age 
care toward a society-based one.

There are no special policies for aged women; while the pension system for wom-
en has been embedded into the overall pension system, which was established in 
1950s. The system was originated in urban regions and has been in operation for 
half a century. It was designed and funded according to the worker’s wages. 
Meanwhile, the standard was differentiated according to the labors’ social status. 
There are three layers designed for the pension system, namely public servant on 
the top, enterprise workers in the middle, and farmers at the bottom. Pension for 
women has been included in these three layers and they share relevant treatment. 
Besides, within each layer, there are certain rules in light of gender.

The main contents of the paper are the features and rules of China’s pension 
system, the gender oriented rules within the system, the forming of gender differ-
ences within one certain layer, and the influences these rules lay on the elders with 
the specialty of women.

This article looks at the Chinese pension system in a gender-based perspective, 
analyzes the overlapping and interaction of the system between urban and rural 
areas, among different classes of society, and between different genders, and thus 
looks into how the existing pension system has resulted in gender-based gap, and 
how it has widened, either consciously or unconsciously, the pension entitlement 
gap between men and women.
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Gaps between Urban and Rural Areas and
 between Men and Women under the Pension System

The Chinese pension system embodies obvious gaps between urban and 
rural areas as well as hidden differences between men and women. In 
1951, as the socialist system was founded, pension became a social wel-
fare policy falling into focused consideration of the government. In 1951, 
the Political Council then enacted the “Labor Insurance Regulations of 
the People’s Republic of China,” wherein Section 15 specified pension 
treatment by providing that male employees and officers could retire at 
60 and after 25 years of general service or five years of service in their 
current employers. The “Temporary Measure for Handling Retirement of 
Employees in Governmental Authorities” issued in 1955 provided the 
measure for retirement of employees in governmental authorities. A suite 
of retirement and pension policies has thus taken its shape. Here, three 
groups of people were covered by pension, namely workers, employees 
and officials, all with registered permanent residence in urban areas. Such 
pension policies splitting the urban and the rural area had been in con-
tinued implementation for 48 years and the pension system offering dif-
ferent treatment to rural and urban residents was not broken until the 
end of last year.

Urban employers with salary income are entitled to certain percentage 
of pension after their retirement, which is a distinct characteristic of the 
design of the Chinese pension system, the identification of employees fo-
cuses on salary income and laborers without salary income are excluded, 
which is related to the source of pension contributions, as pension fund 
originates from revenues of enterprises, and farmers cannot enjoy pension 
as they do not receive any salary income. Such design of the system has 
resulted in two problems. One is that most farmers are excluded from 
the social security system, which has in turn caused significant differences 
between urban and rural pension systems. Since then, a dualistic pension 
pattern has come into being to lead to persistent splitting between rural 
and urban areas in terms of pension treatment, that is, urban aged resi-
dents primarily depend on the pension system, they need not rely on 
their children and are financially independent; while aged people in rural 
areas are mostly dependent on their families, they do not have their own 
pension and have to rely on their children to support their life. As a re-
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sult, the traditional idea of farmers of having sons in preparation for their 
aged life has become realistically necessary. The result is that old people 
in urban and in rural areas are faced with different problems, those facing 
old people in cities are mostly in connection with loneliness, while prob-
lems facing the aged in rural areas are those relating to their basic surviv-
al, and lack of human dignity appears more obvious in rural areas. The 
financial dependence and pension problems are particularly severe with 
old women in rural areas. We once interviewed an old female village sec-
retary who had worked as a village official during her entire career life 
but has no source of income. In order to avoid difficulties during her 
aged life, she remarried an urban official after her husband’s death, ig-
noring the strong opposition from her sons, solely for the purpose of get-
ting a pension payment of RMB 300 each month. She said that is the 
only way to prevent a miserable life after she got aged.

The other problem is that a large majority of housewives in cities and 
towns can hardly obtain pension entitlement. To be qualified for pension 
in cities, one should generally meet either of two conditions. One is that 
he/she must have a job. During the period when China was still in the 
planned economic system, jobs were closely linked with income, and 
housewives are naturally excluded from pension as they had no salary 
income. The other condition is the sufficient financial strength to support 
commercial pension insurance coverage. In cities, one can obtain pension 
from commercial pension insurance after payment of pension con-
tributions for 15 years consecutively. Housework undertaken by house-
wives is of value but is not paid, and housewives are therefore financially 
dependent on their husbands and children. Consequently, most house-
wives can hardly obtain sufficient pension to guarantee their aged life. In 
China, many career women also have to continue housework, and the 
number of women giving up their jobs for the reason of housework is 
apparently larger than men who have done the same thing. In 2005, the 
composition of non-economic population in cities and towns that was not 
covered by the social security system included the population undertaking 
housework, of which women accounted for 61 percent and men for 9.6 
percent. The work division that men generally go out to work for money 
and women stay at home taking care of their families will lead to the 
situation that many women cannot get pension when they become aged 
(National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2007).
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The rural pension system has been brought into place step by step 
from 2009, and in August of the year (China State Council, 2009), the 
State Council started to promote a new-type of rural pension insurance 
across the nation, and the rural pension system will be fully established 
by 2020 by combining basic pension and personal accounts. That will 
help eliminate the difference between urban and rural pension systems, 
extend social pension to rural areas, and hence change the current sit-
uation that aged farmers have to depend on their own families to support 
their aged life. However, equalization of public service cannot be fully 
achieved simply through establishment of the rural social pension system 
and a significant gap will remain between urban and rural areas. The 
amount of basic pension in cities is much higher than that in the 
countryside. In urban areas, basic pension is equal to 20 percent of the 
prior year’s average salary of society, and taking Beijing as an example, 
the monthly basic pension amount is RMB 660 or so based on the aver-
age salary level of RMB 39,867 in 2007 (Bureau of Statisitcs of Beijing,  
2008). Basic pension to farmers comes from central and local gov-
ernmental subsidies and is RMB 85 per month aggregately. The amount 
of basic pension to urban citizens in Beijing is eight times the basic pen-
sion to farmers around China. In rural areas, women accounts for 65 per-
cent of total farmers, which means that pension security to women will 
represent the lowest level and involve an extremely huge group of people. 
Gradually narrowing such gap should be considered as an important part 
of the design of the national pension policy.

Pension Difference Among Classes of Society and 
between Men and Women

In cities, employees fall into different classes, which can be divided into 
two, namely civilians and non-civilians, in the perspective of pension sys-
tem design. Civilians need not pay any pension contributions as they are 
all paid by the government, which are neither affected by the market nor 
restricted by their employers, and are stable at all time. Accordingly, 6.5 
million civilians in China constitute the class possessing the most guaran-
teed social pension. However, non-civilians and their employers have to-
pay pension contributions, and the percent of pension contribution pay-
able by them is not above eight percent, while the part payable by their 
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employers is much higher and reaches 22 percent, far beyond the interna-
tional average, i.e. 10 percent. According to provisions of the pension sys-
tem (China State Council, 1995), a personal pension account cannot be 
established until the contribution percent reaches 11 percent. The system 
combining personal and employer’s contribution accounts is like a dou-
ble-edged sword. On one hand, it can strengthen the social responsibility 
of enterprises for the provision of pension to individuals, which is re-
flected in pension contribution and can increase the amount of pension 
paid to individuals. On the other hand, it will also cause higher risk asso-
ciated with the establishment of pension accounts, as a person cannot 
have his/her personal pension account if either him/her or his/her employ-
er fails to pay pension contribution on time and in full amount or fails 
to reach the contribution percent of 11 percent, or he/she might be pre-
vented from pension entitlement after he/she is 60 years old in the event 
of failure in pension contribution for five consecutive years as a result of 
any discontinuity of contribution.

Figure 1.

Income Difference between Male and Female Employees in Towns and Cities in 
China 2005

Unit: %

Note. From Women and Men in Chinese Society-Facts and Figures 2007 by National 
Bureau of Statistics of China, 2007.

Generally, an individual qualified to pay pension contributions is re-
quired to have certain amounts of guaranteed income and employees 
whose income is excessively low often cannot afford such contributions. 
Income of employees in Chinese towns and cities appears to be a pyr-
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amid, only 0.9 percent of them earn over RMB 4,000, while the income 
of 32.85 percent is below RMB 500 and that of 46.35 percent is between 
RMB 1,000 and RMB 501.

RMB 500 is only enough to support one’s basic life, and income below 
RMB 1,000 can support a lease of cheap premises and basic transportation 
requirement and cannot also afford consideration of pension insurance for 
one’s aged life that is tens of years away from the present. Therefore, some 
people choose to waive participation in the insurance program. The percent 
of women in the population of low-income employees is much higher than 
that of men, and among employees with income below RMB 500, women 
and men respectively account for 40.6 percent and 23.4 percent, with the 
former being higher than the latter by nearly 17 percent.

Whether an enterprise pays pension contributions or not is dependent 
on three factors. First, it is directly related with the enterprise’s financial 
strength, as businesses on the edge of bankruptcy often cannot afford 
such contributions. Second, it depends on the personal quality and tradi-
tion of bosses of enterprises. In general, a boss not caring about his em-
ployees’ life will try whatever he can to reduce all costs and expenses in 
order to maximize his own benefit; but bosses of strong awareness of law 
compliance will pay such contributions according to applicable national 
regulations and ensure the rights and interests of employees. Third, it has 
something to do with the nature of an enterprise. Generally, enterprises 
of high technological content and high revenue and State-owned or 
State-held enterprises are more likely to guarantee legitimate rights and 
interests of their employees and take measures to prevent loss of technical 
personnel. Social security participation percents by industry show that the 
participation rate of State-owned and State-held enterprises is the highest, 
which reaches 48 percent and labor-intensive businesses of low revenue 
level and private enterprises are more likely to infringe employees’ rea-
sonable benefits, which cannot even guarantee salary payment, let alone 
social security contributions. Sectors of employment of many women are 
largely private enterprises of low technological content, labor-intensive 
enterprises, and restaurant and hotels that are extremely unstable, etc.  

Due to the reasons stated hereinabove, the percent of Chinese employ-
ees’ participation in social security is far from enough, which is only 50 
percent. It means that half of employees cannot essentially enjoy pension 
under the employee-based pension system when they get aged and will 
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thus be excluded from the pension system. Among them, female employees 
account for a very high percent of 60 percent which is above that of male 
employees by 20 percent (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2007).

In addition, the amount of pension paid to civilians is also significantly 
different from that to non-civilians. The minimum pension amount to a 
civilian is equal to 80 percent of his/her pre-retirement salary, for instance, 
a civilian earning RMB 5,000 is entitled to pension in the amount of 
RMB 4,000. However, the pension amount of non-civilian is much less. 
A non-civilian also earning salary of RMB 5,000 can receive a pension 
amount of only RMB 1,800, which is less than half of that to civilians. 
It should be noted that China is currently reforming the social security 
and pension system among public utilities (including universities and col-
leges, Party schools, scientific research institutions, etc.) (China State 
Council, 2008), technical and professional staff of such utilities are strip-
ped from the pension system of civilians and are included into the social 
security and pension system of non-civilians. The result is that the number 
of people entitled to civilian’s pension treatment will decrease sig-
nificantly, which can mitigate the pressure on the national finance, while 
the population of the intermediate class included in the wholly-planned 
urban social security system will rise significantly, and the amount of pen-
sion to specialized technical employees will decline sharply. Along with 
that reform, the group of specialized technical employees in China will 
suffer “birth pangs,” and such “birth pangs” of female employees will be 
greater than those of male employees. Behind that are two reasons. One 
is that the percent of male civilians is higher than that of female civilians 
and 2/3 of civilians are men; more men will remain civilians and will thus 
be subject to less impact compared with women. Second, the percent of 
female specialized technical employees is higher than that of male, which 
is, for instance, 55.5 percent and 44.5 percent respectively in the educa-
tional sector, and 59.8 percent and 40.2 percent respectively in the health 
sector (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2007). More women will 
be excluded from the pension treatment to civilians. As a responding 
strategy to minimize resistance, the State permits early retirement of spe-
cialized technical employees that have been in service for thirty years and 
provides them with the pension treatment to civilians. As a result, a 
group of female employees will retire early, and the percentage of women 
at specialized technical posts will thus be reduced.
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Pension Difference among Official Ranks and 
between Men and Women

Based on division of social classes, civilians can be named as the class 
that enjoys the most guaranteed pension treatment among all social 
classes in China. However, the design of the pension system of civilians 
also shows obvious differences among official ranks and apparent sexual 
discrimination. Generally, the pension scheme of civilians is devised on 
the basis of two factors, namely official title and duration of service.

Civilians are administered on a section-based hierarchical system, which 
is applied to civilians almost in all countries, and to which China is not 
an exception. Civilians in China can be divided into four ranks, namely 
provincial department, prefectural departmental, county, and town levels, 
and there is a salary gap of RMB 2,000-3,000 between every two levels. 
Pension amount is closely linked with salary income, that is, the more 
salary income one earns, the more pension he/she will be entitled to, and 
vice versa. The entire section-based hierarchical system of civilians is in 
the shape of a pyramid, with the number of civilians ascending to the 
top and descending to the bottom of the pyramid. Women accounts for 
only 1/3 of total civilians, which is far below the percent of male civil-
ians, and the percent of women at higher ranks is even lower. Therefore, 
the pension amount to female civilians will be much less than that to 
their male peers. Below is the gender composition of leaders and officials 
at various levels during the period from 2003 to 2006:

Table 1
Gender Composition of Leaders and Officials at Various Levels (2003-2006)

Unit: %

Year

Above Provincial Department 
Level

Prefectural Department 
Level

County Section 
Level

Female    Male Female    Male Female    Male

2003 9.0        91.0 12.5        87.5 16.7      83.3

2004 9.9        90.1 12.6        87.4 16.9      83.1

2005 10.3       89.7 12.9        87.1 17.2      82.8

2006 10.4       89.6 13.3        86.7 17.5      82.5

Note. From Women and Men in Chinese Society-Facts and Figures 2007 by National 
Bureau of Statistics of China, 2007.
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Duration of service is another criterion to determine the percent of 
pension payment to civilians, on the basis of which four percents are 
provided. First, governmental officials starting employment before the 
founding of the People’s Republic of China are entitled to pension equal 
to 100 percent of their salary income, and even additionally one to two 
months of their salary depending on the circumstances. Second, civilians 
who have been in service for more than 35 years are entitled to pension 
equal to 90 percent of their salary income. Third, civilians in service for 
35 years can receive pension equal to 85 percent of their salary. Fourth, 
civilians in employment for 30 years are entitled to pension at the per-
cent of 80 percent. Here, pension amount is closely linked with duration 
of service, and the longer the duration of service is, the more the pension 
will be, and vice versa. 

It should be noted that mandatory gender-related restrictions are im-
posed on duration of service of civilians, resulting in the complex inter-
weaving of the gender, service duration and official title factors. For in-
stance, relevant national regulations provide that male and female civil-
ians should retire respectively at 60 and 55. In practice, there are two 
situations. One is that the retiring age of female civilians above sec-
tion-chief level may be extended to 60, which is equal to that of male 
civilians at the section-chief level. The other situation is that female civil-
ians below the section-chief level must retire at 55, which is five years 
earlier than the retiring age applicable to male civilians inferior to sec-
tion-chief level. Asa result, male and female civilians of the same educa-
tional level cannot enjoy equal pension treatment, which constitutes an 
obvious gender-based division of civilians and a brand of sexual discrim-
ination (Liu & Jiang, 2003).

The gender-based pension gap is not only limited to civilians, but also 
naturally extended to specialized technical employees. Since the founding 
of the People’s Republic of China, the retirement provisions applicable to 
civilians have been adopted to specialized technical employees, which pro-
vide for five-year early retirement of female professional employees below 
the professor level. The result is that many female professors have in-
voluntarily retired early, which has led to not only a decrease of their 
pension, but also to waste of a large number of female talents. As a re-
sult, sexual discrimination tends to escalate. 
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The gender-based pension gap is also shown among workers retiring 
from governmental authorities. Workers in enterprises receive different 
retirement treatment compared with their peers in public utilities, the 
former are included in the wholly-planned social security system, while 
the latter are entitled to retirement treatment applicable to public util-
ities, with male and female workers required to retire at 60 and 50 years 
respectively, showing a 10-year gap in retiring age between the two 
genders. It has become the pension system in the world that embodies 
the widest retiring age gap between male and female employees. As such, 
higher pension to men than to women is no longer an issue of personal 
quality of employees it is rather a mandatory system and arrangement. 
In that regard, female civilians and specialized technical employees have 
over ten years proposed to the National People’s Congress and to gov-
ernmental authorities in charge that the retirement policy defining differ-
ent retiring age for men and for women be amended, and that men and 
women be permitted to retire at the same age. Women’s federations 
around the nation also keep calling for that but none of them has 
succeeded. It has become a focal and difficult point of the effort to pur-
sue policy equality between men and women in China.

Conclusion

The Chinese pension system was initiated earlier than most countries 
and was first started in cities. It was not devised on the basis of people’s 
fundamental rights and basic needs instead it was based on social class 
and identity, under which pension contributions were collected and pen-
sion payments were made, and that system, after several times of reforms, 
has been gradually extended from cities to rural areas in nearly half a 
century. It therefore contains extremely sharp gaps between urban and 
rural areas and among different social classes. Women are more likely to 
be excluded from the social security and pension system, and gender-re-
lated blind points exist in the design of the pension system with regard 
to the sharing of pension rights by men and women. More effort should 
be paid to evaluate the social effects of social policies and to conduct gen-
der-based analysis, and decision-makers’ awareness of sensibility to gender 
should be strengthened. 

The pension system in China adopts distinctively different standards for 
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men and women, which fails to equally treat men and women in the 
same class and enables men to receive higher pension than women, thus 
resulting in broader pension gaps between men and women through such 
systematic arrangements. There are two reasons why such situations can-
not be changed in a very long period of time. One is that women’s or-
ganizations have not established influence on social policies. The other 
reason is that the percentage of women in policymaking is insufficient to 
enable women to affect policymaking. Almost all members of policy-
makers are male officials in lack of gender-based perspective, who gen-
erally recognize the traditional concept concerning genders, and there is 
not enough shares for women to have their say and to affect the 
policymaking. It is imperative that women’s organizations cohere togeth-
er to drive for the elimination of sexual discrimination in social policies 
through the path of power sharing and democratic participation.
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